High-clearance Tractor
100 Max Engine HP

MF4610M HC

masseyferguson.us

For more than 170 years, Massey Ferguson® has been engineering durable,
hardworking tractors.
Of course, if you’re farming sensitive fruits and vegetables, you care about a lot
more than just longevity. You want a powerful, workhorse tractor that’s environmentally
smart to work efficiently in taller crops and deeper beds. We’re proud to introduce the
new Massey Ferguson 4610M high-clearance tractor, designed for professional
producers who value affordability as much as they do uptime.
HIGH CLEARANCE
Less crop damage Two tire sizes provide heights of 27.7" or 31.1", from the drawbar
to the ground, to minimize crop damage.
Flexible track widths Available in 60" and 80" configuration.
Durable A longer wheelbase and adjustable track settings provide the versatility and
durability to handle tough applications and terrain.

HIGH CROP MODEL
Engine

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Powerful Turbo-charged, 3-cylinder AGCO PowerTM engine, no DPF required.
Versatile 18x18 Power Shuttle transmission, with creeper standard, saves time, fuel
and money.
Sturdy An excellent power-to-weight ratio provides the pulling power necessary for
large trailers, implements and heavy tanks.

Max Engine HP (kW)
Rated Engine HP (kW)
PTO HP (kW)
Rated PTO HP (kW)

Simple Intuitive controls provide for an easy operational learning curve.
More comfort A well-positioned, adjustable seat provides maximum visibility to front
and rear implements.
Saves money With no regeneration required and no expensive DPF filters to replace,
the only stop is for fuel, which maximizes uptime.
Want one?
For more information or to pre-order, contact your local Massey Ferguson dealer.

3.3L 3-cylinder AGCO Power
100.6 (75) @ 2,000
99 (73.8) @ 2,200
81.5 (60.8) @ 2,000
72.5 (54) @ 2,200

PTO

540/540E

Hydraulic flow @ remotes GPM (LPM)

17.5 (66.2)

Number of remotes

HIGH VALUE

MF4610M HC*

3-point hitch lift capacity @ 24" lbs. (kg.)

Up to 3
4,409 (1,999)**

Transmission (with creeper)

18 x 18 Power Shuttle with creeper

Ground clearance in. (mm)

Up to 31 (Up to 787.4)

Weight lbs. (kg.)

8,526 (3,867)

Wheel base in. (mm)

173.8 (4,415)

Track setting in. (mm)

60 (1,524) and 80 (2,032) options

AGCO is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing high-tech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world. The company is dedicated to
delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality. AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.
*Specifications are manufacturer’s estimates at time of publication and are subject to change without prior notification.
**The MF 4610M HC is well suited for applications that do not exceed the published specifications.
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